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Many previous researchers have modeled sheet cavitation by means of a
constant pressure solution in the cavity region coupled with a velocity potential
formulation for the outer flow. The present paper discusses the issues involved in
extending these cavitation models to Euler or Navier-Stokes codes. The approach
taken is to start from a velocity potential model to ensure our results are
compatible with those of previous researchers and available experimental data,
and then to implement this model in both Euler and Navier-Stokes codes. The
model is then augmented in the Navier-Stokes code by the inclusion of the energy
equation which allows the effect of subcooling in the vicinity of the cavity interface
to be modeled to take into account the experimentally observed reduction in cavity
pressures that occurs in cryogenic fluids such as liquid hydrogen. Although our
goal is to assess the practicality of implementing these cavitation models in
existing three-dimensional, turbomachinery codes, the emphasis in the present
paper will center on two-dimensional computations, most specifically isolated
airfoils and cascades. Comparisons between velocity potential, Euler and Navier-
Stokes implementations indicate they all produce consistent predictions.
Comparisons with experimental results also indicate that the predictions are
qualitatively correct and give a reasonable first estimate of sheet cavitation effects
in both cryogenic and non-cryogenic fluids. The impact on CPU time and the code
modifications required suggests that these models are appropriate for
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